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Introduction:
Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is usually defined as an early stage of cognitive decline with a risk of
progressing to Alzheimer’s disease or dementia[1, 2]. Interventions to prevent MCI as well as to delay its
progression are important. Research has shown a significant and consistent protective effect for all levels
of physical activity against the occurrence of cognitive decline [3-5]. Despite evidence on the benefits of
physical activity, a recent study has shown that only 55,5% of the European older adults meet WHO’s
recommendations, and older adults with MCI presented higher odds of not performing this recommended
level of physical activity [6, 7]. Identifying pleasant ways of performing physical activity might help them
achieve the recommended levels. A potentially attractive way of performing physical activity is through
technology. There are several types of physical activity activities that are mediated by technology, including sports [8-10] or dancing [11-14]. These activities are believed to require both physical and cognitive
abilities and have been used to improve physical and cognitive functions in older adults [15-17]. To our
knowledge there is no systematic review that aimed at synthetizing and evaluating existing evidence on the
impact of technology-mediated physical activity on cognitive functioning of older adults with clinical conditions, therefore this study aims to assess the impact of technology-mediated physical activity on the
cognitive function of older adults with clinical conditions.
Methods:
The literature search was carried out independently by one of the authors. Four databases (PubMed,
SCOPUS, SciELO and Web of Science) were searched using a combination of words related to interventions mediated by technology, physical exercise, and older adults. There were no restrictions on date of
publication. We included studies published in English, Portuguese, and Spanish languages, randomized or
quasi-randomized clinical trials, including participants 55 years or older with no to mild cognitive impairment.
Risk of bias of the included studies was assessed using Rob 2 [18], and quality of evidence was assessed
using the GRADE [19].
Ameta-analysis was performed using R packages meta and metafor in RStudio Version 1.4.1103 (Rstudio Team, 2020) running R version 4.0.5 (R Core Team, 2021). As cognitive function was measured on
different scales, the standardized mean difference (SMD) was used to measure the effect size. Heterogeneity was evaluated using I2 statistic that ranges from 0 to 100%, which reflect low (25%), moderate (50%),
and high (75%) statistical heterogeneity [20]. A random-effect model was used, and forest plots were used
to present the SMD.
Cognitive function was classified into six domains, (1) general cognition (2) immediate verbal
memory, (3) delayed verbal memory, (4) working memory, (5) attention, and (6) inhibition.
Results:
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mediated by technology was superior to combined exercise (cognitive + physical activity) [15, 23] and traditional physical exercise [26] for delayed verbal memory (SDM 0.42, 95% CI 0.01 – 0.83, p=0.04, I2=
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0%, p=0.47). For the remaining comparisons no difference was found between the technology intervention and traditional physical exercise [21, 22, 24, 26], combined exercise [15, 23], and receiving a booklet
with information and illustration outlining the benefits and risks of physical activities [25].
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Figure 1 - Metanalysis of cognitive function for older adults with clinical conditions

Discussion:
Results suggest no difference between interventions mediated by technology and the other interventions (i.e. physical exercise and combined physical and cognitive exercise) on the cognition of older adults
with clinical conditions. The small sample size of the studies, and the diversity of the design of the included
studies, which vary in duration of the intervention, number of sessions, duration of session, and interventions used can explain the obtained results. For the result presented in delayed verbal memory, it might be
due to the pattern of the interventions. In all studies that assessed this domain included greater demand on
the cognitive component (such as X-box, VR bicycle), and in the control group, one of the studies [23], the
authors did not include a cognitive component, and in the other (26), the cognitive component was of very
low demand (virtual scenic bike tour: physical exercise interactive with relatively passive and low cognitive load).
In conclusion, very low quality of evidence indicates no difference between intervention mediated by
technology and the other intervention in cognition of older adults with clinical conditions. The first limitation of this meta-analysis is the methodological quality of the included studies, which presented high risk of
bias, and the second one is the heterogeneity of the studies. Given the potential benefits of interventions
mediated by technology, more research is needed to establish the effective components for cognition and
physical function and apply this understanding to the development of evidence-based interventions and
stablished guidelines for the best prevention or treatment of cognitive decline.
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